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Abstract. Phylogeny and alignment estimation are two important and closely related biological prob-
lems. One approach to the alignment question is known in combinatorial optimization as the Tree
Alignment Problem (TAP). A number of heuristic solutions exist, with the most competitive algo-
rithms using iterative methods to find solutions. However, these methods are either non-scalable, the
bound is too loose, or the time and memory complexity are di!cult to predict. For the simplest dis-
tance functions, a widely used quick heuristic to find a solution to an instance of the problem is Direct
Optimization (DO). Unfortunately, this algorithm has not been formally described, and it is currently
unable to find correct solutions under an edition distance function called a!ne indel cost, of great im-
portance for biologists analyzing DNA sequences. In this paper, we describe DO formally, and present
a new algorithm, A!ne-DO, which heuristically bounds an instance of the TAP under the a!ne indel
cost. A!ne-DO shows superior results with real biological sequences, a point that we illustrate using a
published data set example. Draft 8, December 18, 2008
1 Introduction
The inference of homologies between DNA sequences, that is, positions in multiple genomes that
share a common evolutionary origin, is a crucial and yet di!cult task that biologists face. Its com-
putational counterpart is known as the multiple sequence alignment problem. There are various cri-
teria and methods available to perform multiple sequence alignments (e.g. [34,18,13,7,8,23,6,47,20]).
Among these, given a distance function, minimize the overall cost of the alignment on a phylogenetic
tree [24,26,25,11,12,42] is one of the most important, and is known in combinatorial optimization as
the Tree Alignment Problem (TAP). In reality, the TAP occurs as a subproblem of the Generalized
Tree Alignment Problem (GTAP) [27], which looks for the tree with the lowest alignment cost
among all possible trees [24]. The GTAP is equivalent to the Maximum Parsimony problem when
the input sequences are not aligned, that is, when phylogeny and alignments are simultaneously
inferred [24].
The computer program POY [45,36] is the most popular tool available for biologists interested
in heuristically solving the GTAP, and implements a number of algorithms for the TAP grouped
as follows: a strong version of the Lifted Assignment (also known as Fixed States) [40,43], Direct
Optimization (DO) [42], and iterative improvement [26,46]. POY is known to produce competitive
tree length estimations. As an example, the alignment for the Sanko" et al. data set [26] produced
by POY has cost 302.25 under its default DO fast tree length estimation algorithm, matching that
of GESTALT [16] and SALSA [15]. Using a weak iterative method on top of DO, POY finds an
alignment of cost 298.75, very close to the best known cost of PRODALI (295.25) [30].
Prior to an analysis, biologists select a sequence edition distance function. One of its most impor-
tant elements is the cost G(k) of an indel of length k, a function that could have a significant impact
in the overall analysis [3,17]. There are only four plausible indel cost functions in the literature:
G(k) = bk (non-a!ne) [41], G(k) = a+bk (a!ne) [41], G(k) = a+b log k (logarithmic) [2,10,48,5,3],
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and G(k) = a + bk + c log k (a!ne-logarithmic) [3]. Simmulations and theoretical work has found
evidence that a!ne-logarithmic yield the best results, but provide marginal benefits over the a!ne
function, while its time complexity is much larger [3]. For this reason, many biologists continue to
rely in the a!ne indel cost function, although the topic is still a subject of controversy.
For large data sets and the non-a!ne function, DO is the most important heuristic of prac-
tical use because it has the lowest time complexity while producing competitive alignments. All
other (competitive) algorithms require a greater or di!cult to predict time complexities with close
practical approximation levels (e.g [16,15,30]). Unfortunately, DO performs poorly for most of the
potential parameters of the a!ne distance: under many of them, the tree cost estimation of DO can
even be unbounded, producing alignments of greater costs than those of the basic 2-approximation
algorithm: (lifted assignment). Regardless this di!culty, there are no other practical algorithms for
the GTAP that can be employed on datasets of the size that biologists are interested in (such as
entire genomes), thus DO has remained the heuristic of choice when using a!ne gap costs (e.g.
[4,1,33,31,21,14,28,32]).
1.1 Our Contribution
In this paper, we introduce and present experiments using our new algorithm, A!ne-DO (Sec-
tion 3). A!ne-DO has the same time complexity of DO, but computes dramatically lower tree
costs while maintaining a bounded time complexity, a feature that we experimentally show us-
ing its implementation in POY 4.0.2900 (Section 4). Our experiments show that for real datasets,
A!ne-DO coupled with iterative improvement strategies, produce solutions that are very close to
the lower bound inferred from an LP solution. Moreover, iterating over a solution produced using
A!ne-DO has very little impact in the overall solution, a sign of the excellent performance of the
heuristic.
Although we build A!ne-DO on top of the successful aspects of DO, DO has never been formally
described, nor have its basic properties been demonstrated. To describe A!ne-DO, we first formally
define DO and demonstrate some of its properties (Section 2).
1.2 Formal Definition and Related Work
Given a binary (phylogenetic) tree T = (V,E) with leaf vertex set L ! V , an assignment of
sequences ! : L " "" for some alphabet ", and an edition distance function e : ""#"" " R, the
Tree Alignment Problem (TAP) [24] is to find an assignment of sequences !# : V " "" such that
for all v $ L, !(v) = !#(v), and the total cost
!
(u,v)$E e(!
#(u),!#(v)) is minimized. The TAP is
known to be NP-Hard [38]. Due to its di!culty, a number of di"erent methods are usually applied
to produce reasonable (but most likely suboptimal) solutions.
The first heuristic techniques [26,25], consisted of iteratively improving the assignment of each
interior vertex as a median between the sequences assigned to its three neighbors. This method can
be applied to any initial assignment of sequences and adjust them to improve the overall tree cost.
Hein [11,12], designed a second heuristic solution which is implemented in the TreeAlign pro-
gram. In TreeAlign, sets of sequences are represended by alignment graphs, which hold all possible
alignments between a pair of sequences. The complete assignment can be performed in a post-order
traversal of a rooted tree, beginning at the root, where each vertex is assigned an alignment graph
of the two closest sequences in the alignment graph of its two children vertices. The final assignment
can be performed using a backtrace over the pre-order traversal of the tree. Although this method
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is powerful, it is not very scalable and it is di!cult to predict its time complexity. Moreover, the
current implementation of this heuristic does not allow the user to fully specify the distance func-
tion. This algorithm was later improved by Schwikowski and Vingron, producing some of the best
alignments for the Sanko" data set [29].
In the most important theoretical results for the TAP, several 2-approximation algorithms, and
a Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (PTAS) were developed [40,37,22,39]. These algorithms
solve the TAP from a theoretical perspective, but the execution time of the PTAS is of no practical
use, while the the 2-approximation algorithms show very poor performance when compared to
heuristic methods such as that of TreeAlign.
Direct Optimization (DO) [42] is a heuristic implemented in the computer program POY [45,44,36],
which yields good execution time and competitive alignment costs. Given that DNA sequences have
a small alphabet (4 elements extended with an indel to represent insertions and deletions), DO rep-
resents a large (potentially exponential) number of sequences in a compact way by using sets of bits.
In the spirit of the TreeAlign method, DO heuristically assigns to each vertex, during a post order
traversal, a set of sequences in an edition path connecting two of the closest sequences assigned
in the children vertices. Later on, in a pre-order backtrace, a unique sequence is assigned to the
interior vertices to produce an alignment and the instance solution.
Additionally, due to the small alphabet size of nucleotide sequences, DO can be implemented
with a time complexity of O(n2|V |), where n is the length of the longest sequences, and V is the
vertex set of T . For larger alphabets the total time complexity is O(n2|V ||"|), where " % n is the
alphabet.
In recent work, Schwikowski and Vignon [30] published the best heuristic algorithm for the tree
alignment problem, as implemented in the PRODALI software. Although powerful, this algorithm
has a potentially exponential time and memory complexity, which in turn makes it non-scalable and
di!cult to use for the GTAP. Moreover, PRODALI is not publicly available. It is for these reasons
that DO is the algorithm of choice for the GTAP, yielding slightly weaker tree cost approximations
when compared to those of PRODALI, but delivering better performance for larger data sets.
2 Direct Optimization
In practice, biologists use DO due to its scalability and competitive costs. However, the DO algo-
rithm was defined for the Non-A!ne distance functions (G(k) = bk), and does not work correctly
for the popular a!ne indel cost model [41] (G(k) = a+ bk). Under many parameter sets, DO could
produce worse tree cost estimations than those of the Lifted Assignment (non published data). We
close this gap with our new algorithm which builds on top of the successfull aspects of DO.
Direct Optimization has only been described informally in the literature [42,44], and to build
on it, we must first fill this gap. At the core of the algorithm is the use of an extended alphabet
that support the representation of sets of sequences.
2.1 Sets of Sequences, Edition Distance, and Medians
Let " be an alphabet (typically " = {A, C, G, T, indel}). The special “indel” element is used
to represent insertions and deletions indistinctly, but must not occur in an instance solution. Let
d(x, y), x, y $ " be a metric distance between the elements in ". Let P (") = P(") \ {&} (i.e.
all the subsets of " excepting the empty set), be an extended alphabet, to which we associate the
corresponding distance function dP (A,B) = mina$A,b$B d(a, b).
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Given d, the sequence edition distance between X, Y $ ""[19], is defined as:




e(X1...i%1, Y1...j%1) + d(Xi, Yj) (case 1)
e(X1...i%1, Y1...j) + d(Xi, indel) (case 2)
e(X1...i, Y1...j%1) + d(Yj , indel) (case 3),
(1)
with base cases e('(, '() = 0, and e('(, X) = e(X, '() =
!
1&i&|X| d(Xi, indel). Similarly, we define
eP by replacing d with dP in the expression.
The following observation is by definition:
Observation 1 For all A,B $ P ("), there exists an a $ A and b $ B such that dP (A,B) = d(a, b).
To simplify notation, let P (")" = (P ("))". We will say that X $ "" is contained in A $ P (")"
i" |X| = |A | and for all xi $ X and the corresponding Ai $ A , xi $ Ai. It follows that in this way
we can represent a potentially exponential number of sequences:
Observation 2 There are
&
A$A |A| sequences contained in A .
The following Lemma extends Observation 1 to the sequence edition distance:
Lemma 1. For all A ,B $ P (")", there exists U, V $ "" such that U is contained in A , V is
contained in B, and eP (A ,B) = e(U, V ).
Proof. The proof is in the Appendix A.
Let the median between A,B $ P (") be m(A,B) = {x $ A and y $ B, dP (A,B) = d(x, y),
and the corresponding median between a pair of aligned sequences A ,B $ P (")", |A | = |B| = n
as
mP (A ,B) = 'm(A1,B1),m(A2,B2), . . . ,m(An,Bn)(.
We will from now and on assume that for all x $ " \ {indel}, d(x, indel) = b for some constant b.
Lemma 2. Let C = mP (A ,B). Then for all X contained in C , there exists a Y contained in A
and a Z contained in B such that eP (A ,B) = e(Y, Z) = e(X, Y ) + e(X, Z). Moreover, Y and Z
are the closest sequences to C that are contained in A and B respectively.
Proof. Follows directly from the median definition and Lemma 1. )*
2.2 The DO Algorithm
DO (Algorithm 1) estimates the cost of a tree by proceeding in a post-order traversal on a rooted
tree, starting at the root #.
Definition 1. Two assignments ! : V " "" and !# : V " "" are compatible if for all v $ L,
!(v) = !#(v).






Data: A binary tree T with root !
Data: An assignment " : L(T ) ! # of sequences the leaves L of T
Result: cost holds an upper bound of the cost of T, "
begin
cost " 0;
foreach level of T , with the bottom level first do
foreach node v at the level do
if v is a leaf (has no children) then
S(v) " #ai, ai = {"(v)i}$;
else
Data: v has children u and w
cost " cost + eP (S(u), S(w));
U , W " the alignment of S(u) and S(w)) respectively;
S(v) " mP (U , W );
return cost
end
Algorithm 1: DO(T,!), Direct Optimization
Proof. Let T have root vertex #. We will call !# the final assignment of sequences to the vertices of
T . Select any X contained in S(#) and set !#(#) , X. Then for each other vertex v with parent p,
following a pre-order traversal starting at #, let !(v) , X where X $ "" is contained in S(v) and
is closest to !#(p). From Lemma 2, we know that for any selection at p there exists a selection in its
children that would yield the additional cost computed at p during the DO algorithm. Moreover,
at each pre-order traversal step, we assign to each vertex v the closest sequence to !#(p) contained
in S(v). Again from Lemma 2, we know that the total cost of the two edges connecting p with
its children must be greater than or equal to the additional cost computed for vertex p in the DO




Lemma 1 and Observation 2 imply that mP (A ,B) contain a potentially exponential number
of sequences in an optimal edition path transforming some of the closest sequences contained in A
and B. This implies that DO is weaker than the alignment graph algorithms [12,29,30], as these
techniques hold either all the optimal edition paths or a set that includes the optimal edition paths.
However, in these algorithms the overall execution time and memory consumption requirements
could grow tremendously, in unpredictable ways that could be exponential [30]. In contrast, DO
maintains a polynomial memory and execution time, making it more scalable. Moreover, DO can be
e!ciently implemented, yielding faster execution time, while providing good results (unpublished
data).
3 The A!ne Gap Cost Case
Lemma 2 does not hold for the a!ne gap cost, therefore, DO fails under this gap cost function (see
appendix B for an example). To overcome this problem, we first extend Gotoh’s algorithm [9] to
compute heuristically distances for sequences in P (")", and define a new median sequence. With
these tools, we modify DO so that Lemma 2 still holds to compute tree cost bounds.
3.1 Heuristic Pairwise Sequence Alignment in P (!)!
Let A ,B $ P (")" be a pair of sequences to be aligned. We define
ea!P (A1...i,B1...j) = min{G[i, j], D[i, j], V [i, j],H[i, j]}, (2)
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as the cost of aligning the subsequences A1...i and B1...j . G, D, V, and H are matrices to be filled
recursively. Before defining them formally, let us explain the basic intuition of each. G holds the
cost of an alignment where Ai and Bj align elements other than an indel. D holds at each position
i, j the cost of an alignment using indel elements in Ai and Bj . V holds the cost of an alignment
where we use a “vertical” indel block by aligning Bj with an indel. Finally, H holds the cost of an
alignment where we use a “horizontal” indel block by aligning Ai with an indel.
To compute these values, we need a number of accessory functions. We first define the cost of a
pure substitution subst(A,B) = dP (A \ {indel}, B \ {indel}). Symmetric to the substitution cost,
we need the cost of extending a gap when indel $ A,B ! ":
diag(A,B) =
(
0 if indel $ A and indel $ B
- otherwise.
We have three remaining accessory functions required to compute the matrices G, H, V, and D, all
of them handling di"erent cases of where a or b needs to be added. The first function, go(A , i)
evaluates whether or not it is necessary to add a gap opening value when aligning Ai with a gap:




0 if i = 1 and indel $ Ai
0 if i > 1 and indel /$ Ai%1 and indel $ Ai
a otherwise.
The second function go#(A,B) calculates the extra cost incurred when not selecting an indel in one
of the sequences means splitting an indel block:
go#(A,B) = subst(A,B) +
(
0 if indel /$ A
a otherwise.




0 if indel $ A
b otherwise.
We are ready to define the recursive functions for the cost matrices:




G[i. 1, j . 1] + subst(Ai,Bj)
D[i. 1, j . 1] + subst(Ai,Bj) + go(A , i) + go(B, j)
V [i. 1, j . 1] + go#(Bj ,Ai)
H[i. 1, j . 1] + go#(Ai,Bj),
(3)
H[i, j] = min
(
H[i, j . 1] + ge(Bj)
D[i, j . 1] + ge(Bj) + go(B, j),
(4)
V [i, j] = min
(
V [i. 1, j] + ge(Ai)
D[i. 1, j] + ge(Ai) + go(A , i),
(5)
D[i, j] = diag(Ai,Bi) + min
(
D[i. 1, j . 1]
G[i. 1, j . 1] + go(A , i) + go(B, j),
(6)
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with base cases G[0, 0] = 0, D[0, 0] = -, V [0, 0] = go(A , 1), H[0, 0] = go(B, 1), G = [0, i] =
D[0, i] = V [0, i] = -,H[0, i] = H[0, i. 1] + ge(Bi), 1 / i / |B|, V [j, 0] = V [j. 1, 0] + ge(Aj), and
G[j, 0] = D[j, 0] = H[j, 0] = -, 1 / j / |A |.
Theorem 2. There exists a sequence X contained in A and a sequence Y contained in B such
that ea!P (A ,B) + ea!(X, Y ).
Proof. We are going to create a pair of sequences contained in A and B that have edition cost at
most ea!P (A ,B). To do so, we follow the backtrace that yields ea!P (A ,B), and at each position i
and j in the aligned A and B we assign Xk and Yk, where k is the alignment position corresponding
to the aligned Xi and Yj as follows:
1. The matrix G holds on each cell i, j the cost of aligning A1...i and B1...j when a non-indel
element of Ai and Bj is aligned. If the backtrace uses G[i, j] then assign to Xi and Yj the
closest elements in Ai \ indel and Bj \ indel. Observe that all the cases in Equation 3 align
a non-indel element from Ai and Bj , and add a cost that is always greater than or equal to
subst(Ai,Bj) = d(Xi, Yj).
2. The matrix H holds on each cell the cost of extending a indel in the horizontal direction.
Therefore, select Xk = indel, and
Yk =
(
indel if indel $ Bj
y, y $ Bj otherwise.
If Yk = indel, then the alignment of Xk and Yk causes no additional cost in the particular
alignment being built between X and Y . Otherwise, then there is an extra cost, of at least
the b parameter, which both cases of Equation 4 account for. Additionally, if the previous pair
of aligned elements are a pair of indels (second case in 4, see below for the treatment of this
option), then an extra indel opening cost is added.
3. Similarly, the matrix V holds on each cell the cost of extending a indel block in the vertical
direction. The treatment is symmetric to that of H, with Yk = indel and
Xk =
(
indel if indel $ Ai
x, x $ Ai otherwise.
4. The matrix D holds the cost of extending a indel in the diagonal direction, that is, when both A
and B hold indels in their corresponding aligned elements, and those indels are being selected
to generate the alignment of A and B. Therefore, Equation 6 ensures that this choice is only
possible by assigning - whenever at least one of Ai or Bj does not contain a indel. Otherwise,
if this option is selected, then simply assign indel to both Xk and Yk with no extra cost for the
alignment of X and Y . )*
Theorem 2 tells us that if we align a pair of sequences in A ,B then we can bound the cost of
the closest pair of sequences contained in them.
3.2 The Main Algorithm: A!ne-DO
We will now use ea!P (A ,B) to bound the cost of a tree using a post-order traversal, in the same
way we did with DO (Algorithm 1). In order to do so, we must first define a valid median to be
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assigned on each step (that is the function mP in Algorithm 1). To create the median M at each
position k during the backtrace, we use the method depicted in the proof of Theorem 2, with the
following changes:
1. If we selected two indels in Xk and Yk, M #k = {indel}.
2. If Xk = indel and Yk 0= indel, then M #k = {indel} + Bj .
3. If Xk 0= indel and Yk = indel, then M #k = {indel} + Ai.
4. If Xk 0= indel and Yk 0= indel, then M #k = {x $ Ai, for some y $ Bj , d(x, y) = d(Xk, Yk)}+{y $
Bj , for some x $ Ai, d(x, y) = d(Xk, Yk)}.
5. Once the complete M # is created, remove all the elements Mi = indel to create the indel-less
sequence M . We call M the a!ne median ma!P (A,B).
Definition 2. A!ne-DO is Algorithm 1, modified by replacing mP with ma!P , and eP with ea!P .
We will now show that the A!ne-DO algorithm can be used to heuristically bound the cost of
an instance of the TAP.
Theorem 3. Given a rooted tree T with root #, and an A!ne-DO assignment S : V (T ) " P (")",
there exists a assignment !# : V (T ) " "" such that X = !#(#) and the cost computed by A!ne-DO
equals that implied by !#.
Proof. The proof is in the Appendix C.
Theorem 4. If " is small, then A!ne-DO has time complexity O(n2|V |) time, otherwise the time
complexity is O(n2|V ||"|).
Proof. If the alphabet is small, then ma!P and dP can be pre-computed in a lookup table with a bit
set representation for constant time comparison of the sets. Otherwise, a binary tree representation
of the sets would be necessary, adding a |"| factor to the set comparison. Each heuristic alignment
can be performed using dynamic programming, with time complexity O(n2) where n is the maxi-
mum sequence length (Ukkonen’s [35] algorithm makes no obvious improvement as insertions and
deletions could have cost 0 when aligning sequences in P (")") . Each alignment must be repeated
for |V | vertices during the post-order traversal, yielding the claimed time complexity. )*
4 Experimental Evaluation
POY implements a number of algorithms to approximate the tree alignment problem. These can
be classified in two groups: initial assignment, and iterative improvement.
Initial Assignment includes the Lifted Assignment [40,43] (also known as Fixed States), Direct
Optimization [42], and A!ne-DO. Each of these algorithms starts with a function ! and creates a
!# compatible with ! which is an instance solution. DO and A!ne-DO have already been described.
The strong version of the Lifted Assignment is a simple algorithm where the interior vertices are
optimally assigned one of the sequences assigned to the leaves of the tree. This solution turns out
to be a 2-approximation [40].
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Iterative Improvement modifies an existant !# by readjusting each interior vertex using its three
neighbors. This procedure is repeated iteratively, until a (user provided) maximum number of
iterations is reached, or no further tree cost improvements can be achieved. The adjustment itself
can be done using an approximated or an exact three dimensional alignment. The approximated
assignment uses DO or A!ne-DO (the selection depends on which kind of edition distance function
is used) to solve the tree alignment problem on the three possible binary rooted trees formed by
the three neighbors of the vertex as leaves. The assignment yielding the best cost is selected as the
new center. (A graphical depiction can be found in Appendix D.)
In this paper we evaluated the following algorithm combinations: lifted assignment (LA), lifted
assignment followed by iterative approximated (LA + IA), a!ne-DO (ADO), a!ne-DO followed
by iterative approximated (ADO + IA), and a!ne-DO followed by iterative exact until no better
cost was found (ADO + IE). We did not include LA + IE because the execution time is prohibitive
(within a 3 day wall time the execution would not finish for most trees). Moreover, the few exper-
iments that we could perform using LA + IE showed that the cost estimation was always higher
than that of A!ne-DO. To evaluate the closeness of our algorithm to the optimal solution we used
an LP instance, with constraints given by the pairwise distance between the input sequences, and
one variable per edge in each input tree.
As the subject data set, we used a set of plant genes recently published and analyzed in the
literature [28]. We generated a set of 100 trees using the command build(100) to create a sample
of di"erent but sound phylogenetic trees, for 5 di"erent a!ne distance functions; each tree was
then evaluated using every algorithm combination. For all the distance functions selected in this
experiment, DO yields costs which are much higher than those of LA. The results are graphically
presented in figure 1.
As expected, the best results are found using ADO+IE. However, the improvement in cost over
ADO without improvement is minimal, with a tremendous extra time complexity. Surprisingly,
ADO+IA remains competitive, outperforming ADO+IE in some cases, as a better solution can be
found in a suboptimal path. The cost of ADO+IE is between 15% and 20% lower than the cost of
LA (with the same time complexity). When compared with the LP lower bound, ADO is roughtly
within 30% and 50% of the (most likely non-realizable) optimal solution.
5 Future Work
We have presented a new heuristic algorithm that shows excellent experimental results for the
TAP. This algorithm is well suited for the GTAP under a!ne sequence edition distances, and
yields significatively better results when complemented with iterative methods. The main question
that remains is whether or not there exists a guaranteed bound for DO or A!ne-DO, and if the
answer is positive, whether or not it is possible to improve the PTAS using these ideas.
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(e) substitutions = 6, a = 6, b = 1
Fig. 1. Algorithm performance for 6 di"erent edition distance parameters. In every case, the best
cost is achieved by A!ne-DO + IE. Notice that in many instances the iterative method could not
improve the cost found using A!ne-DO (almost none for substitutions = 2, a = 2, and b = 1.
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A Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. We will define a procedure to produce U and V . Start with an empty U and V , and follow
the backtrace of Equation 1. For each case, prepend the following to U and V :
case 1 Select an element x $ Xi that holds Observation 1 and prepend it to U . Then find an
element y $ Yk that is closest to x and prepend it to V . From Observation 1 we know that
d(x, y) = dP (Xi, Yj).
case 2 Select an element x $ Xi closest to indel and prepend x to U and indel to V . Again from
Observation 1 we know that d(x, indel) = dP (Xi, {indel}).
case 3 Symmetric to case 2. )*
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0 + 0 7 + 5
7 + 3 7 + 2
Let G(k) = 7 + k. The center sequence is the median for the alignment of the left and right
sequences. (The underscored C represents {C, indel}.) Although the upper and lower sequences are
contained in the median, the lower one is not in an optimal edition path connecting left and right.
This example shows Lemma 2 does not hold for a!ne gap costs.
C Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. If there are no indels involved in the tree alignment, then the arguments of Theorem 1 would
su!ce. We should therefore concentrate in the cases that involve indels.
To prove those remaining cases, we will use induction on the vertices of the tree. To do so, we
will count the credits that each vertex adds to the subtree it roots as added by the A!ne-DO
algorithm. The credits represent the maximum total cost of the indels involved in a particular
subtree; we will compare them with the debits incurred by a set of indels, and verify that the
credits are always greater than or equal to the debits. To simplify the description, we will call
type A subsequences of maximal size holding only indels, and type B subsequences of maximal size
holding sets that include, but are not limited to, indels, and type C maximal subsequences holding
sets with no indel. We will count without loss of generality the credits and debits within those
subsequences. In figures 2 and 3, Type A is represented as a line, type B as a box with a center
line, and type C as an empty box.
For the inductive step, consider the leaves of the tree. By definition, for all v $ L, S(v) cannot
contain subsequences of type A nor B, as there are no indels allowed. Therefore, the theorem holds
true, with a credits = debits = 0.
Consider now the interior vertex v, with children u and v. In figure 2 all the simple cases where
the limits of the subsequences in S(u) and S(v) match those of S(p). It is easy to see that in all
those cases credits = debits.
Consider now the more di!cult case when the blocks do not have exact limits. Assume without
loss of generality that S(u) and S(v) have a segment of type B, and S(p) has in the corresponding
segment a series of blocks of type A and C (figure 3). (There can be no subsequences of type B in
S(p) aligned with those of type B in S(u) and S(v) as ma!P does not allow it.)
The total credit granted by Equation 3 is c + 2ma + 2b(s1 + s2 + · · · + sm%1 + sm). We can
transfer c/2 to u (v), so that in one edge rooted by u (v), a series of insertions corresponding to
the subsequences s1, s2, . . . , sm can occur (figure 3.b, solid boxes), while the other branch supports
a single deletion of length l . (s1 + s2 + · · · + sm) (figure 3.b, upper dashed box). The total debit
of these events now rooted in u would be
ma + b(s1 + s2 + · · · + sm%1 + sm) + a + b(l . (s1 + s2 + · · · + sm)) / c/2 + a + bl. (7)
By the inductive hypothesis, the subtree rooted by u (v) has credits + debits, and from Equation 7
we also have that credits > debits in p, therefore the theorem holds, and the overall tree rooted by
p has a sequence assignment of cost at most that computed by the A!ne-DO algorithm. )*
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debits = credits = a + bl
debits = credits= 0
Fig. 2. credits and debits incurred by the di"erent possible arrangements of subsegments with
matching limits in S(p), S(u), and S(v). The only cases with credits = debits > 0 (in the right
box) represents with filled boxes the assignments that would yield an indel block.
...s1 s2 sm-1 smS(p)
S(v) S(u)
a.
...s1 s2 sm-1 sm





Fig. 3. a. Overlapping blocks of type B in S(u) and S(v), with a complex pattern of insertions and
deletions in S(p). The total credits added at S(p) by A!ne-DO can be transferred to u and v. b.
The credits transferred to v can be assigned to m individual insertion blocks (solid boxes), and one
deletion block (dashed empty box) which maintain debits > credits.
















An iteration of the approximated iterative improvement. To improve x, A!ne-DO is used to produce
x1, x2, and x3 in the three possible rooted trees with leaves u, v, and w. If the best assignment x1
yields better cost than the original x, then it is replaced, otherwise no change is made.
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